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Talend for Big DataPackt Publishing, 2014

	If you want to start working on big data projects fast, this is the guide you've been looking for. Delve deep into Talend and discover how just how easily you can revolutionize your data handling and presentation.


	Overview

	
		Write complex processing job codes easily with the help of clear and step by...
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Introduction to Search Engine Optimization: A Guide for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2017

	
		Don't be intimidated by all the search engine optimization (SEO) tools out there. You will start out learning about keywords and the importance of quality content and then walk through incremental steps as you try out the tools and master the tips and strategies. If you are completely new to search engine optimization and you want...
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Expert T-SQL Window Functions in SQL Server 2019: The Hidden Secret to Fast Analytic and Reporting QueriesApress, 2019

	Become an expert who can use window functions to solve T-SQL query problems. Replace slow cursors and self-joins with queries that are easy to write and perform better. This new edition provides expanded examples, including a chapter from the world of sports, and covers the latest performance enhancements through SQL Server 2019. ...
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Freemium Economics: Leveraging Analytics and User Segmentation to Drive RevenueMorgan Kaufmann, 2014

	Freemium Economics presents a practical, instructive approach to successfully implementing the freemium model into your software products by building analytics into product design from the earliest stages of development.


	Your freemium product generates vast volumes of data, but using that data to maximize conversion, boost...
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Storm Blueprints: Patterns for Distributed Real-time ComputationPackt Publishing, 2014

	A blueprints book with 10 different projects built in 10 different chapters which demonstrate the various use cases of storm for both beginner and intermediate users, grounded in real-world example applications.

	

	Although the book focuses primarily on Java development with Storm, the patterns are more broadly applicable and...
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Applied Microsoft Analysis Services 2005: And Microsoft Business Intelligence PlatformPrologika Press, 2005
Knowledge is power! As its name suggests, the promise of Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2005 is to promote better data analytics by giving information workers the right tool to analyze consistent, timely, and reliable data. Empowered with Analysis Services and Microsoft Business Intelligence Platform, you are well positioned to solve the...
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Data Integration Blueprint and Modeling: Techniques for a Scalable and Sustainable ArchitectureIBM Press, 2011

	Making Data Integration Work: How to Systematically Reduce Cost, Improve Quality, and Enhance Effectiveness


	 


	Today’s enterprises are investing massive resources in data integration. Many possess thousands of point-to-point data...
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Adobe Business Catalyst: Design full-featured websites without the hassles of developmentAdobe Press, 2011


	The Internet has completely transformed the way products are marketed and sold.

	Technology is evolving very quickly and businesses are constantly reinventing themselves.

	Customers want more for their money. They have learned to shop around to

	find the best value. They compare reviews to purchase the highest-rated items. As the...
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Microservices, IoT and Azure: Leveraging DevOps and Microservice Architecture to deliver SaaS SolutionsApress, 2015

	This book provides practical guidance for adopting a high velocity, continuous delivery process to create reliable, scalable, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solutions that are designed and built using a microservice architecture, deployed to the Azure cloud, and managed through automation. Microservices, IoT, and Azure offers software...
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The Architecture of Privacy: On Engineering Technologies that Can Deliver Trustworthy SafeguardsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Technology’s influence on privacy not only concerns consumers, political leaders, and advocacy groups, but also the software architects who design new products. In this practical guide, experts in data analytics, software engineering, security, and privacy policy describe how software teams can make privacy-protective features...
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Web Analytics Action Hero: Using Analysis to Gain Insight and Optimize Your BusinessAdobe Press, 2011


	This astounding declaration was made by the former PepsiCo executive and

	Apple CEO John Sculley, the same visionary responsible for ousting Steve Jobs

	in 1985. While some traditional marketers might still agree with his statement,

	today most marketing executives recognize data-driven decisions will shape

	the future of...
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Learn Ionic 2: Develop Multi-platform Mobile AppsApress, 2017

	
		Explore key scenarios required for building quality Ionic apps quickly and easily and bring them to the iOS and Android mobile ecosystem.

	
		
			Learn Ionic 2 explains various techniques to quickly integrate third-party back end systems. With this short guide, you'll benefit from practical examples of...
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